
Rustage - Until the End

{Intro: Lorien}

So if the world's not on our side

I look to us to sunlight all to us appear

And if we're all against their tide

I'll try make it alright, I'll try to make a change until the end

{Verse 1: Rustage}

Yeah, I don't need a purpose or meaning

I'm just a cog inside the schism to the day I stop breathing

'Cause when they stop and take a listen, there's the breaking and screaming

And when the bodies keep on falling, there's the way I'm retreating

'Cause when the dead walk

We can hÐµar the pallette and plÐµading with every head gone

I can make amends with my demons until the end costs

Just another rack to keep feeling to keep on bandaging the bodies will be c

ost of the bleeding

I'm in the tempt fate, feel I'm only deadweight

Better find the walls with the tolls in the death case

We are just my headspace, man is made of flash day

See I'm just a pawn, but this pawn cause a checkmate

See another me in the pools of the rest day

Talking harley grieve when I'm pour on the edge day

Falling on the streets, and they call to the death's gate

Puddles under me that I call on the next day

They say I'm used to danger

I will do change with the scream of nature

Watching their face with the true behaviour

Put a bullet in my body, make 'em choose the chamber

{Pre-Chorus: Lorien}

I am tryna fight

The person they said I couldn't beat



I am tryna fight

The cursed things that up to same as me

{Chorus: Lorien}

So if the world's not on our side

I look to us to sunlight all to us appear

And if we're all against their tide

I'll try make it alright, I'll try to make a change until the end

{Verse 2: Rustage}

Maybe you're forgot of your fate

On your coasting of life, you get lost in the ways

No, I don't wanna die, but that's not gonna change

Way I walk of the line like a moth to a flame

Put a park to the way, locked it to play stock

Rot in the grave, not gonna wake up

Shot in the face, wanting to taste blood

I got clocks in my veins, notes in my brains stop

With the flips of the coin that can never land even

Give me a choice and regret of my reasons

Stiff through the noise and deliver my grievance

Built to destroy, but concealing my freedom

You can't change the day or a season

I won't ever sway an allegiance, I won't ever break up your weakened

Look into my face at my peaking

I am not a monster they labeled, ah!

{Chorus: Lorien}

So if the world's not on our side

I look to us to sunlight all to us appear

And if we're all against their tide

I'll try make it alright, I'll try to make a change until the end

{Bridge: Rustage}



Never once cared for my own life

Keep fighting 'till I drop and we both die

Hots in the sleeves, but I don't wanna show mine

Storms in the seas break cruise, but the boats fine

And they don't cry

Either pleads like a breeze on a low chance

No believe when they see me with closed eyes

In a treasons of beasts of my own kind

{Pre-Chorus: Lorien}

I am tryna fight

The person they said I couldn't beat

I am tryna fight

The cursed things that up to same as me

{Chorus: Lorien}

So if the world's not on our side

I look to us to sunlight all to us appear

And if we're all against their tide

I'll try make it alright, I'll try to make a change until the end

{Outro: Lorien}

Woah-oh

Until the end

Woah-oh

'Cause I will change until the end


